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Can you afford to buy a home here?
Pink peril
THEY THOUGHT it was nearly
over - but it seems not. The
jellyfish are back, or to be
more precise, mini-blooms of
the infamous mauve stinger
Pelagia noctiluca have been
spotted all along the Côte
d'Azur coast since April. It
bodes ill for summer sea
swimmers who, for the fourth
year in a row, need to keep
their eyes peeled underwater
when enjoying a dip.
There are 170 species of this
watery menace in the
Mediterranean and the mauve
stinger variety - la luminosa in
Italian or la violette in French has been studied in the north
western basin since 1775. A
cyclical pattern has emerged
showing that every 10, 12 or
14 years they appear in
shallow waters en masse for
two or three years in a row
and then disappear again.
What's worrying scientists is
that we are entering our fourth
summer of discontent for
bathers and most agree that
something is rotten in the
state of the Mediterrranean.
Blame is falling on warmer
seas polluted by coastal
development
contd p6

For rent at John Taylor

Million Euro houses are still drawing property seekers
along the Côte and across the region. Are you one of them?

A

nyone idling the
odd spare half
hour in front of the
estate agent windows might be interested to
know that according to
SeLoger.com, a company that
tracks real estate classified
adverts throughout France,
the property market appears
to be on an ever so slight
downward turn. Nationwide,
purchasing prices have not
changed much since the start
of the year but some regions
are registering a price increase
while others are in decline. In
Paris prices were up by 0.5%
on average in April and, of the

ten major French towns, Nice
is the next most expensive
place to buy a home. The third
most costly place is Marseille.
Overall, prices there have
remained stable this year but
depends, like anywhere,
where in France's second
largest city you want to live;
some areas have seen drops
of as much as -4% while
others registered an increase.
Further east, and The Var's
capital Toulon is the only city
to maintain an upward trend
in prices for the year so far.
More little factual nuggets,
and a quick scan through the
annual ORPI/CREDOC report,

tells us that over half of the
people in Cannes believe their
property prices will continue
to go up in the next six
months, higher than the
national figure. Antibes was
one of the few places in
France to experience double
digit growth figures last year.
But what does all this mean
for anyone with a bit of money
to burn, or more likely, after
years of working and saving,
for those who want to see
what it is like to plant a few of
their own roots in French soil?
Where is a good place to
consider buying? Where is
popular? Can you find a

bargain? Should you opt for a
place in a seaside town or a
mountain village? And once
you have found a place, how
long does it take for it to feel
like the place where you
belong?
For property expert Richard
Wolf of Riviera Realty, trends
have not changed much in
recent years- most people still
want to be by the sea but few
can really afford it. Generally
speaking there are not any
particular towns that are more
popular than others, 'Just
anywhere along the coast', he
says, ..
(continued on page 23)

Work Issue
FRANCE DOESN'T work hard
enough according to their
President, Nicolas Sarkozy. In
a recent interview on France 3,
the President effectively
accused his countrymen of
being idle slackers. We took to
the streets of
Nice to question
residents about
their opinions on
the President’s
claims.
See page 5 for
honest reactions
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Nice attracts superstars
The place to be for music this summer

M

adonna, Duran Duran,
Céline Dion, and
R.E.M. – what do they all have
in common? Well, apart from
all being older than the oldest
person you know, they are
also some of the most
successful musicians in the
world. And that’s not all - each
will be in Nice this summer.
This year, it has become
obvious that Nice is a major
force in securing the services
of the best music acts in the
world, with venues such as
the Palais Nikaïa, Parc des
Sports Charles Ehrmann and
the Théâtre de Verdure all
booking huge shows which
easily rival those of Paris.
Including the capital, Nice
is one of only two lucky cities
in the whole country where
‘the Queen of Pop’, Madonna
has chosen to perform and
promote her new album ‘Hard
Candy,’ and is the only French
city picked by R.E.M. and
Duran Duran to play their
respective new releases.

Of course for some this may
come as old news, with Nice
having already seen in the
past few years concerts from
plenty of other top-selling
artists. Barbra Streisand
played her first ever French
show here, whilst David Bowie
and the Rolling Stones have
also graced the stages of the
city recently. Elsewhere on the
Côte d’Azur, Sting and his
popular band The Police have
been booked to play at the
Stade Vélodrome in Marseille
in early June, and the everpopular, ‘French Elvis’, Johnny
Hallyday is to perform at
Stade Louis II in Monaco this
July.
It is now evident that the
mixture of beautiful surroundings, perfect weather and top
quality music is a winning
combination, making Nice
hard for other French cities to
compete with for entertainment, and clearly the place to
be for music this summer.
Graham Allchurch

Duran Duran take the stage at the Palais Nikaïa on the 12th
June with prices ranging from e45-56
Céline Dion perfoms at Parc des Sports Charles Ehrmann
on 5th June and prices range from e56-188
R.E.M. play the Théâtre de Verdure on 9th July with tickets
costing e44 .
Madonna comes to the Parc des Sports Charles Ehrmann
on 26th August. Ticket prices range from e62-188

‘No’ to Nice
prison
IT HAS been admitted that
the much-criticised plans to
build a new prison in Nice are
no longer a priority.
The French Minister of
Justice, Rachida Dati, has said
that at this point in time she
would prefer to have the
current prison in Grasse
"updated and improved"
rather than constructing
another.
This comes as welcome
news to locals who had been
worried about the potential
location of such a building,
and how it would affect them.
After the escape of prisoner
Pascal Payet by helicopter in
summer 2007, the minister
was alerted to the need to
improve the facilities and
security in the Grasse
institute. Helped by four
masked accomplices, it was
an embarrassing third time
that Payet had escaped from
the jail, and Dati consequently
made 600 000 euro available
to fund changes to the prison
described as "overpopulated
and outdated".
As a trade unionist took
time to jokingly thank the
criminal Payet for securing
this fund, residents in the
Nice region can breathe a sigh
of relief that, for now at least,
there will not be a new prison
on their doorstep.
Graham Allchurch

Royal Hotel Sanremo
*****L
An oasis of luxury and well-being

S

anremo is the most famous resort of the
Riviera of Flowers and a stay at the Royal
Hotel is just perfect for experiencing the
numerous local society events and for
prestigious shopping. A luxury 5-star property,
inaugurated in 1872, it combines the charm of
the past with the latest comforts, warm
hospitality, attentive and personalised service.
Only 45 km from Monte-Carlo it is set in its
quiet subtropical park of 16,000 sq m with a
27°C/82°F heated sea-water swimming-pool
(Apr-Oct.) and stunning views over the

Advertorial

Mediterranean, close to the seaside and the
centre of town with its Casino and boutiques.
Special care is given to the top-rated cuisine
in the three restaurants and to wellness.
The ‘Royal Wellness’ offers high-end
treatments signed “Carita Paris” and “Decléor”,
massage, fitness room, hair stylist, plus
hydromassage with emotional showers,
hammam, Vitarium and relaxation area. A
most welcoming, luxurious and stylish oasis
for a complete “remise en forme”.
ROYAL HOTEL SANREMO
Corso Imperatrice, 80
I-18038 Sanremo
Tel. +39 0184 5391
Fax +39 0184 661 445
reservations@royalhotelsanremo.com
www.royalhotelsanremo.com

Pink peril back this year?
Advice on the jellyfish influx expected on the coast
contd from p1
and a lack of fresh water
entering the Med. via rivers
and rainwater. Meanwhile,
over-fishing has put huge
pressure on large species,
such as swordfish and red
tuna which eat jellyfish, and
on smaller varieties that
compete for food with the
stingers.
The Côte d'Azur's pink peril
population live out at sea,
with a
concentration
on the
edges
of the
Liguri a n
current
from
I t a l y,
and it's
an east
wind or
The severe reaction
a persistently southerly which
brings them into shore.
As a regular bather off Cap
d'Ail I've been stung four
times, one of which caused
my arm to swell up

Summer events
THIS SUMMER the British
Assoc. treats Anglophones to
their meetings every Friday
from 5pm in Le Meridien Café
on Bld Gambetta, where all
are welcome to eat, drink and
chat in a comfortable, friendly
atmosphere.
In addition, Saturday 5th
July, at the Nice Yacht Club
sees the annual South African
International Association
(SAFI) summer party. All are
welcome where the master of
ceremonies is the well-known
DJ and radio personality, Mark
Dezzani. There will be music
from Stella Starr following a
three-course dinner. Call 04 93
86 04 77 for all of the details.

alarmingly. This summer I'm freshwater) and do not rub the
armed with a new product area. Neat vinegar is suppcalled Jellyfish Squish from osed to de-activate the
Coastal Solutions in the USA. nematocysts.
Their rep down here saw my -remove remaining nematswollen arm on the ocysts by applying shaving
www.mctimes.com daily news site foam and very gently scraping
(posted in 2006!) and hot- them off with a credit card or
footed over to give us some razor
samples.
- apply a freezing spray from a
It's a topical anaesthetic pharmacy or an ice pack to
which you apply immediately relieve the pain.
to the affected area. It works
If you have any difficulty
by "killing" the nematocysts breathing, itchiness elsewhere
left on the skin and on the body, fast heart rate or
neutralising the toxins. One difficulty swallowing, contact the
application is enough, they emergency services at once.
say, to sooth the burning
Claire Lathbury
sensation.
Watch this
space! The
company is
looking for
local distributors so it is
not yet available in retail
outlets. Meanwhile, if you
get hit here's
some advice:
- rinse the area
well with sea The jellyfish barrier set up on one side of
water
(not Monaco’s Larvotto beach in Monaco last year

